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Overall comments: The paper draws together a range of previous studies on laboratory
channels to explore the evolution o channel geometry data in order to assess examine
the ability of threshold channel theory in explaining relationships between discharge
and width. The paper is well written and presented and examines and explores why
many laboratory channels evolve to braided rivers when physical or biological cohesive
effects are not included. The work concludes that threshold channel theory can predict
laboratory channel width when there is low sediment flux rates but that as flux rates
increase a critical rate is reached when bar formation processes begin and the theory
begins to break down at the onset of braiding. This is the main outcome from the paper
and is an interesting and generally novel set of ideas, albeit a little speculative at times!
The discussion needs some attention in two main parts. 1) I think the paper would ben-
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efit from including a section that examines the interrelationships between width, depth,
slope and shear stress. . .. as ultimately these have been shown to control alternate
bar formation. . . inclusion of the work of Mosselman and Crossato, recent work by van
der Lageweg would be valuable as well as the classic work of Parker on thresholds
between braiding and meandering. Either this older theory is unnecessarily complex
or the analysis herein too simple. . .a discussion of this would be welcome addition. 2)
I would also welcome an additional element in the discussion on bank and substrate
cohesion and its influence on geometry and sediment transport processes, including
bedform and bar form development – with impacts on sediment transport rate and
shear stress. Do more cohesive sediments inhibit bar formation and maintain single
thread channels as some have argued. . . is this bank stability or bedform suppression
(e.g. Schindler et al. 2016). Artificiality holding shear and depth higher? There is a
wealth of additional work examining these elements that should be included and would
result in a much more widely used paper. I have a few minor comments: i) Rephrase
sentence in abstract or break up sentence: “Using this finding to reinterpret experi-
ments by Stebbings (1963), we suggest that sediment transport widens the channel
until it reaches a limit width, beyond which it destabilizes into a braided river.” ii) page
6, 20: "led". iii) page 8, 12: "anymore” iv) Page 8, 15: "inïňĆuence"
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